
The Optimized Practicing Machine
Daily Practice Chart

The Daily Practice Chart is a great way to help students become accountable for making
their daily music practice effective. Each day, students will follow the directions of the
Optimized Practicing Machine which are outlined on the left side of the chart.

For example, on Day 1 (the day after their lesson), a student would start at the top and
practice their Warm-Ups. Once they have completed their Warm-Ups for the day, they can
check off the box for Day 1, Warm-Ups. They would then continue to move down the chart to
Intro, Tricky Spots, etc. for Day 1. Once the student has completed each section for Day 1,
they know that their music practice is complete for the day. This process can really help
students become more independent with their music practice since they know exactly what
they need to do before their music practice is done for the day. It may be helpful to have the
student show their parent their practice sheet each day after practice.

Here are a couple ways you can modify how you use the Daily Practice Chart to best meet
the needs of your student.

○ Students may check off the box as they complete each step.

○ Students may use stickers (for an extra incentive) to mark each step as completed.

○ Students may instead record how they completed each step. For example, on Day 1 for
Warm-Ups a student may write “Scales: C and G Major” in the box.









The Optimized Practicing Machine
Reference Sheet

The Reference Sheet is a fantastic tool students can use to remind them of the steps they
should take during their music practice. Once the students have learned about the
Optimized Practicing Machine process, this Reference Sheet can be printed out and stored
where the students can see it while they practice each day (on their music stand, in their
instrument case, on the piano, etc.).

The Reference Sheet can stand alone or be used with the Daily Practice Chart. If used alone,
the Reference Sheet will remind the students of the steps that will optimize their practice,
even if they aren’t physically checking off each step as they complete it. When the
Reference Sheet and Daily Practice Chart are both used, they can work together to make
practice run even smoother.

Here are a couple ways you can modify how you use the Reference Sheet to best meet the
needs of your student.

○ Have students brainstorm (at home or with their teacher) different ways they can
complete each step. Then have the students write these ideas in each corresponding
box. For example, around the text in the Warm-Ups box, students could write “scales,”
“Hanon,” “arpeggios,” “chord progressions,” etc. This will help students discover the
wide variety of ways they can choose to complete each step.

○ The Reference Sheet coloring page is another way students can track their daily
practice. Each day that a student practices using all 6 steps of the Optimized
Practicing Machine, they can color in one segment of the Reference Sheet coloring
page. If they color in one connector piece or one pipe piece each day they practice, it
will take more than 30 practice days to complete. If you want it completed sooner,
they can color one horizontal section (usually two connectors, three pipe pieces) each
day and will complete the Reference Sheet in 7 practice days. An incentive or prize
could be provided once the Reference Sheet coloring page is completed.








